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Abstract: We propose a Case-Based Reasoning System in order to response and manage the 
information concerning sequential terms of biological structures and the implementation of 
pattern recognition on secondary structures. In this paper, we will exclusively concentrate on 
the theoretical approaches and the fundamental principles for the design of a bio machine-
learning system.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Case-based reasoning is concerned with problems that are open-ended and solutions 
of new problems are mainly derived by adapting previously succesful solutions for 
similar problems. Several CBR models have been already integrated and succesfully 
applied to a wide range of scientific and technological applications in the health 
sciences. We can assume that there are four containers in which knowledge could be 
stored: the vocabulary used, the similarity measure, the solution transformation and 
the case-base [1]. In spite of the importance of similarity measures, clear 
methodologies for defining them efficiently and accurately are still missing. Instead, 
similarity measures are often defined in an ad hoc manner or one simply applies quite 
general distance metrics. When defining more complex measures that take account of 
domain knowledge, this is often done in an unstructured and not in a goal-directed 
fashion and often only experienced and skilled knowledge engineers are able to 
produce satisfactory results [2]. CBR systems produce satisfying solutions in weak 
theory domains, such as molecular biology, where the number and the complexity of 
the rules affecting the problem are very high and there is not enough knowledge for 
formal representation [3]. 
On the other hand, several approximation algorithms and techniques had been 
constructed, mainly with exponential complexity, concerning the enumeration of 
sequential terms of biological secondary structures, through the bijection with 
alternative representations like energy models, plane trees and Motzkin numbers, non-
crossing set partitions, Motzkin paths and Dyck paths. In our case we will concentrate 
mostly to the Motzkin words and the identification of patterns, through common 
subwords and subdomains. The existance of building blocks in any case of 
combinatorial lexicographic word leads to important conclusions concerning relatives 
biological properties. A machine-learning approach seems to express an essential 
solution in order to merge the above combinatorial interpretations with techniques of 
biological pattern recognition. The proposed CBR model attempts to converge a 
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bioinformatics case-based knowledge with the LCS method in order to identify 
special motifs and cases in secondary structures’ representations.  
 
2 Combinatorics in Secondary Structures  
 
We list some basic definitions and relations that will be used in the next sections of 
this paper. Two sets X and Y have the same cardinality if and only if there is a 
bijection from X to Y. In the case of Dyck words, these are words in the letters x and 
y with as many x's as y's, and with the property that any initial segment contains at 
least as many x's as y's. If we assume *},{ yxd   is a Dyck word then yx dd   and 

if d is factored as mnd   then yx mm  . In a relative manner, a word 

*},,,{ bayxm  is called a Motzkin word if yx mm  and if m is factored as vwm   

then yx vv  , or equivalently if the word obtained by deleting every occurrence of 

ba,  from m  is a Dyck word of *},{ yx . It is important to define also the n-th Catalan 

number: 0, nCn  is defined by 
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1 . Let us now, refer to the set nN2 of 

nested pairs on [2n], the set nD2  of all Dyck words of length n2 , the set nW2


 of  all 

m-Motzkin words, the set nM 2 of all closed meanders order-n and the set )()( nT l  of 
all plane trees with exactly n leaves. The various bijections between those 
cardinalities have been already well defined and studied [4], in addition with the 
conclusion that secondary structures are in a simple bijection with Motzkin paths 
without peaks [5]. 
From the biological point of view, primary structure of RNA composed by linear 
polymers of four different nucleotides. Nucleotides consist of an organic base linked 
to 5`-carbon sugar (ribose) that has a phosphate group attached. The nucleotides used 
in synthesis of RNA contain one of four different bases, adenine (A), guanine (G), 
cytosine (C) and uracil (U). Differences in the sizes and conformations of the various 
type of RNA lead to specific functions in a cell. Secondary structures can be seen in 
single-stranded RNAs by pairing of complementary bases within a linear sequence.  
The secondary structure of an RNA molecule is the collection of base pairs that occur 
in its 3D structure. When the 5`-end of one nucleotide fits to the 3`-end of another 
nucleotides forms a p-bond, while the sequence of p-bonds declares the backbone of 
the molecules. On the other hand certain base pairs like C-G, A-U and G-U form h-
bonds, which cause folding of the molecular backbone into configuration of minimal 
energy. A secondary structure of size n is closed [4] if there is an h-bond connecting 
bases 1 and n and for given integers 0,2  ln , there are )2()( nS l  secondary 
structures of size n and rank l. Also in that paper had been proved, a bijection between 
the above set )()( nZ l  and the )()( nT l  (the set of all closed secondary structures and 
the set of all plane trees with exactly n leaves respectively). A more extended 
definition of closed secondary structures had been given [6], through the closed 
regions of a secondary structure. Representing a secondary structure as an arc 
diagram, in which base indices are shown as vertices on a straight line, ordered form 
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the 5`-end and arcs (always above the straight line) indicate base pairs, a region ];[ ji  
will be refered as: weakly closed if it contains at least one base pair and for all base 
pairs ji   of R, ];[ jii   if and only if ];[ jij   and closed if either nji  ,1  or if 
it is weakly closed and for all l with ji 1  the regions ]1;[i  and ];1[ j  are not 
weakly closed.  
In many cases, like ncRNA, there are not completely identified and simulated, all the 
basic principles that occurs, the folding into secondary and tertiary structures. The 
incompleteness of the corresponding theories, contribute to a high complexity  
problem, where data mining, statistical analysis, biological interpretation and 
computational techniques must incorporate in different phases, in order to achieve 
solution. These multidimensional principles and methods can be automated and 
included in a CBR system as the main components of the base knowledge. The basic 
combinatorial terminology will evaluate the identification of important motifs from 
the LCS similarity teacher and will classify users’ inputs, composing experience for 
future cases. Similar cases and the identification of multiple alignments whose 
expression patterns have meaningful relationships and influence physiological bio-
functionalities, consist the main objective of our Bioinformatics CBR model. 
 
3 A Bioinformatics CBR Model  
 
According to the explanation goals in CBR systems [7], transparency, justification, 
relevance, conceptualization and learning, we will base our research to the accepted 
model consisting of the four basic steps retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. In our case 
study, secondary structures’ enumaration problem and the relevant representations 
between the cardinalities of plane trees and Motzkin numbers, non-crossing set 
partitions, Motzkin paths and Dyck paths seems to be well defined, therefore no 
further extensions have to be determined. While the traditional CBR cycle does not 
explicity introduce a feedback loop, it seems to have a relative situation in our bio-
model, due to the fact that in most of the cases, we can get exact solutions in 
biological functionalities problems. Nevertheless we shall include a feedback utility 
among an external similarity teacher and the biological knowledge (generalizing the 
retain step). We have to mention that clustering and feature selection techniques have 
been successfully applied to CBR maintenance [8]. For instance, methods based on 
condensed nearest neighbor (CNN), or fuzzy decision trees. Also learning feature 
weights can be considered as an example of similarity maintenance. The system in 
these cases, is based on interactive user responses to the system’s behavior and asks 
user to adjust feature weights for a set of cases, and applies the weights during case 
retrieval. There are also references [9,10] on applying weights mainly using DFS 
lexicographical ordering, for identifying common chemical structures in chemical 
datasets or in designing closed curves. 
 
3.1 The proposed model 
 
It is obvious that the refered model consists of an application environment, combining 
a mixture of experts samples and a LCS similarity teacher. This mixture of experts is 
based on the corresponding classification of independent biological sequential 
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samples separetely. The main task of the proposed CBR system (Fig.1) is to provide 
acceptable solutions either on single cases or perfoming pattern analysis on multiple 
biological representations. Nevertheless, it is known that RNA structure is often more 
conserved than the sequence during evolution. Through phylogenetic comparative 
analysis it is very important to remark, that all RNAs fold into a similar secondary 
structure, concluding that functionality is essential to structure. Therefore, the 
combinatorial consideration of folding proteins and the alternative description of 
secondary structures adapting machine-learning techniques and using case-based 
knowledge, leads to an accurate case. 

 
As we have already mention, this model uses the general CBR cycle processsing for 
the adaption of its structural component: Retrieve (the most similar case or cases), 
Reuse (information and knowledge to solve the problem), Revise (the proposed 
solution) and Retain (experience for future problem solving).  
The problem characterizes the transaction between combinatoric elements of 
secondary structures, in order to establish similarity measures on multiple sequences, 
identify repeated motifs and classify significant patterns for future use. The initial 
unclassified situation-case uc must be determined using the various definitions of 
Section 2, performing an accurate and useful solution information.  
In the retrieval function of the model, we shall take into consideration the 
assumptions of similarity values and properties between relevants and symmetric 
components on Motzkin words. We will adapt the approach, of acquiring training data 
through some similarity teacher. As we have already mentioned there is no special 
treatment for a specialized solution’s feedback loop, in our model. An independent 
LCS similarity teacher will provide simulation procedures and process certain 
knowledge among the separetely samples of the correspondance sets (on the 
enumeration of biological structures ie. multiple RNA alignments). The feedback 
utility of the LCS part, will motivate the credibility of the CBR model through the 
modification of the knowledge containers (cardinalities, combinatorics terminology). 
A set of new cases nc or similar cases sc can be generated, corresponding to the final 
output, contributing in a way to the existence knowledge, regarding additional 
explanations about bijections between combinatorics representations and biological 
secondary structures. The CBR system execute and extract the final result in a 
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friendly manner, providing information about the initial hypothesis classification. The 
proposed system simulates the combination of human operations and biological data 
mining, concluding to decisions automatically, reducing the required time and the 
user errors. 
 
3.2 The LCS Inspector 
 
A first approach for comparing RNAs secondary structure using LCS metrics was 
introduced under the notation longest common subsequence for arc-annotated 
sequences. This idea has been already optimized [11], considering the local 
normalized LCS metric for RNA sequences which measures the highest LCS scoring 
consecutive subsequences divided by their length. Also the idea of applying the LCS 
approach on RNA multiple alignment has been presented in the same paper via 
polynomial )( 2nO  time algorithm, investigating common folding patterns or 
secondary structures. While the number of longest common subsequences in many 
biological applications seems to be quite large, it is believed [12] that finding merely 
a longest common subsequence is not quite meaningful. In fact, finding a longest 
common subsequence satisfying a useful property must be the objective of any 
proposed technique-model. There is a study on hierarchical categorized of folding 
[12] refering to: maximum nested loop, maximum loop chains and maximum number 
of total matches. 
We will extend the various techniques of LCS on RNAs sequences and the 
representations of secondary structures through Dyck paths and Motzkin paths, 
directly to Motzkin peakless words as sets of paired bases and arcs.  

Let us denote two Motzkin words *
21 },,,{, bayxmm   words in the set of nW2

 


. A 
subword m  is a common subword of 21,mm  by exact matching of the corresponding 
lexicographic sequences either by omitting any case of different adjacent paired bases 
in both subwords or arc deletions. The LCS of 21,mm  is a common subsequence of 
maximum cardinality.  

Let us consider *
21 },,,{, bayxmm  , Motzkin words in the set of nW2

 


. The LCS of 

21,mm  denoted by ),( 21 mmLCS , are the common subsequences of 1m  and 2m with 
the maximum exactly k matches, where nk 21  . 

If *
21 },,,{, bayxmm   are Motzkin words in the set of nW2

 


 given the ),( 21 mmLCS , 
then any symmetric words 21,mm   have the same longest common subsequence. 
Similar longest common subsequence can be obtained in relative representation of 
Dyck words.  
It is very important to mention for any future research, that the graphical 
represenation of closed secondary structures through Motzkin paths without peaks, 
and under the assumption of omitting any unpaired bases and arcs, can be extended to 
closed meanders and system of closed meanders and vice versa. 
It is quite obvious that the identification of repeated structrural motifs occuring 
certain graphical limitations may cause also biological unfunctionalities in the 
structure of the informational molecules. RNA molecules sometimes interact with 
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proteins and other specific molecules, having common topological motifs. These 
identified motifs should be tested for their existance in additional sequences that 
could form similar structure. The proposed LCS similarity teacher in our model, 
provides these tools through the feedback of the identically matched cases and motifs 
in the biological knowledge and the part of combinatorics terminology. 
 
4 Conclusion 
 
As we have already mentioned, problems concerning representations of certain 
biological structures like secondary structures, either are characterized as NP-
complete or with high complexity. In this study we proposed a theoretical 
combination of a machine-learning technique, with the basic combinatorics’ 
terminology and the LCS method as a suitable and user friendly solution for accessing 
biological data and manage pattern recognition and mathematical modelling. Future 
research will proceed to the implementation and integration of this CBR model. 
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